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QUAKER
QUINTOLUBRIC 882
FIRE-RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
BETTER THREE WAYS

1. SAFE
QUINTOLUBRIC 822 fluids are flre-resistant. Approved by Factory Mutual Research and the Bureau of
Mlnes(M.S.H.A). QUINTOLUBRIC 822 can be handled without operator discomfort, and when burned, generates non-toxic, non-noxious smoke.

PRODUCT SAFETY INFORMATION
The acute oral toxicity and primary skin and eye irritative potentials of QUINTOLUBRIC 822 were evaluated
in accordance with the techniques specified in the Regulations for the Enforcement of the Federal Hazardous
Substances Act (Code of Federal Regulations, Title 16, Chapter 11,1976). Based on this evaluation,
QUINTOLUBRIC 822 is classified as non-toxic by oral ingestion; is not a primary skin irritant or corrosive
material; and is not an eye irritant as defined in the above cited Regulations.
Specific data are:
Acute Oral Toxicity, LD50
Primary Irritant Index
(Dralze Scale)
Contact Hypersensitivity

>10 ml./kg.
1.46

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
QUINTOLUBRIC 822 fluids have a specific gravity less than that of wafer; so they can be removed from
ponds and collection tanks by standard skimming techniques. QUINTOLUBRIC 822 fluids do not contain
phenols, nor phenol derivatives. Therefore, in water, QUINTOLUBRIC 822 cannot revert to phenol type
compounds. QUINTOLUBRIC 822 does not contain any materials considered hazardous under EPA criteria
or the Hazardous Substances Act.
Like other synthetic fluids, QUINTOLUBRIC 822, under the proper circumstances, will burn. Unlike phosphate
esters, QUINTOLUBRIC 822 when burning, does not evolve large volumes of dense and noxious smoke. A
phosphate ester burning, because of its objectionable smoke, often interferes with the timely control of the
fire. Products of combustion from a QUINTOLUBRIC 822 fire may be likened to those found in a mineral oil
fire.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
PUMP MOTOR DOES NOT RUN:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check the incoming power.
Check power through the motor overload.
Check the start-switches.
Check out motor and electrical connections.

MOTOR RUNS BUT NO PRESSURE ON HYDRAULIC GAUGE:
1. Check motor rotation. Looking at the pump from the return line oil filter end of the pump
the rotation would be counter clockwise.
2. Check the oil level in the reservoir.
3. Check the valve pressure adjustment.
4. Check the pressure gauge, it may be defective.
MOTOR RUNS AND PRESSURE SHOWING ON OIL PRESSURE GAUGE BUT CYLINDERS WILL
NOT MOVE:
1. Check flow control valves, they may have been shut off.
2. Inadequate pressure to pilot check valves.
3. Directional valve may not be operating properly. Watch the hoses to see if they move
when the valve is operated.
4. Pressure too low, check gauge, should be 900 lbs.
5. Cylinders leaking by the pistons. Pressurize one side of the cylinder and disconnect the
hose from the other side. Observe leakage, there should not be more than 2 cubic inches
per minute.
6. Check oil pressure gauge, may not be working.
FURNACE IN UP POSITION AND WILL NOT COME DOWN:
1. Not enough pressure getting to pilot operated check valves. Valve or lines may be clogged
or need cleaning.
2. Pilot operated check valves may be sticking.
3. Pilot operated check valves may need cleaning or replacing.
FURNACE UP AND SLOWLY GOES DOWN WHEN OPERATOR VALVE IS IN NEUTRAL POSITION:
1. Pilot operated check valve adjusting screw needs to be screwed in slightly.
2. Oil is leaking by the piston seals and they will have to be replaced.
3. In either of the above it will be one side of the furnace or the other and should be obvious
as to which side is going down.
FURNACE SLOWLY TILTS WITHOUT OPERATING DIRECTIONAL CONTROL VALVE:
1. Check for leaks through the operating valve.
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CYLINDER BODY SEAL LEAK:
1. Loose tie rods, tighten evenly
2. Excessive pressure, reduce to recommended pressure.
3. Seal deteriorated, gumming and soft, should be replaced. Check seal material compatibility
with cylinder oil.
ROD AND SEAL LEAK:
1. Torn or worn seal. Examine the piston rod for dents, gauges or score marks. Replace the
rod if the piston rod is rough.
2. Seal deterioration, soft or gummy. Replace seal and check seal compatibility with cylinder
oil.
3. Check the rod gland bearing, if loose they may cause premature seal deterioration. Replace
both the gland bearing and seal.
4. Seal deterioration, hard or loss of elasticity, usually due to heat exposure. Replace and
shield from heat.
TROUBLE SHOOTING PUMPS
PUMP MAKES EXCESSIVE NOISE:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check for leaks in the suction line
Check for leaks in the pump shaft seal.
Check the pump adaptor bolts holding the pump to the motor, they may be loose.
The relief or unloading valve may be set too high. Check the gauge to see if it is reading
correct. The valve may have heen set too high because of a faulty guage.
5. Air in fluid lines. The oil level may be too low and are sucking in air at times.
6. Worn or sticking vanes, in vane type pump.
7. Worn or faulty bearing.
8. Reverse rotation on pump shaft.
9. Plugged or restricted suction line or suction strainer.
10. Plugged filter breather in the reservoir.
11. Loose or worn pump parts.
12. Suction filter too small.
PUMP FAILS TO DELIVER FLUID:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Low Fluid level in resevoir.
Oil intake strainer plugged.
Air leak in suction line preventing priming.
Pump shaft turning too slow. The universal joint may have come loose or defective.
The pump motor may be going bad or single phasing because of hlown fuse or broken
wire.
6. Wrong shaft rotation.
7. The pump shaft broken or some other part in pump broken.
8. There may be dirt in the oil pump.
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OIL LEAKAGE AROUND PUMP:
1. The shaft seal may be worn.
2. The pump housing bolts may be loose.
3. The hoses or pipes may be leaking around the pump.
EXCESSIVE PUMP WEAR:
1. Abrasive dirt in hydraulic oil being circulated through the system. Drain the oil and replace
filters, in the intake and return lines.
2. System pressure is exceeding pump rating.
3. Check for pump mis-alignment or bolts loose.
PUMP PARTS INSIDE HOUSING BROKEN:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Seizure due to lack of oil.
Excessive pump pressure above pump rating.
Excessive torquing of housing bolts.
Solid matter being drawn in from reservoir and wedged in pump.
Oil temperature should not exceed 145∞F.

DIRTY OIL:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Components not properly cleared after servicing.
Fill pipe screen broken or missing.
Air breather cap left off.
Pipes not covered while servicing machine.
Filter elements not replaced at regular intervals. Should be replaced after first 100 hours
and then every 500 hours.
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